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1Abstract
Explorer 34 solar wind data for the period June to December, 1967
show that a) The magnetic pressure, P B = B 2 /8n, and kinetic pressure,
Pk.=  n
pkTp + n«kT« + nekTe , are variable and positively correlated
on a scale of >2 days, but b)changes in P B and Pk
 are anticorrelated on a scale
N1 hr (^x .01 AU).	 Thus, dynamical hydromagnetic processes (dv/dtM must
occur on the mesoscale, but the solar wind tends to be in equilibrium
(P4Pk—constant) on a smaller scale, the microscale.
	 The 3-hour
averages show that the most probable value of R=P k/PP
 is op=1.0+.1,
which implies that the most probable state of the solar wind at 1 AU is not
one of equipartition between the kinetic energy and magnetic energy. I
The average total pressure for a given bulk speed (P(V) = P k+PB) is F
essentially independent of V, implying that P is not determined by
the heating or acceleration mechanisms of the solar	 wind; the average
-lO	 2pressure is P = (2.9+1.5)x10dynes/cm.
r,
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I. Introduction
The dynamical equation shows that motions in the solar wind are
related to gradients in the pressure. Although little can be said
about internal flow patterns on the basis of the existing velocity
observations, it is possible to study the behavior of the solar wind
pressure at 1 AU and thereby gain some insight into the dynamical
state of the solar wind at 1 AU.
Previous work has indicated the usefulness of the ideas of micro-
scale (— l hr) and mesoscale (— 2 days) in the study of the inter-
planetary medium (Burlaga 1969). This paper studies the dynamical
state of the solar wind at 1 AU, showing that it tends to be in equil-
ibrium on the microscale, and that dynamical hydromagnetic processes
take place on the mesoscale.
The definition of the pressure and its relation to perpendicular
motions are given in Section II. The observations of relations between
the magnetic and kinetic pressures and the variations in the total
pressure are given in Sections III and IV, and the implications of the
results are discussed in the last section.
These results are based on magnetic field and plasma data from
Explorer 34 for the period June to December, 1967. The plasma probe
of Ogilvie and Wilkerson and the data reduction procedures are,
described in Ogilvie et al., (1968) and Burlaga and Ogilvie (1968)
respectively. The magnetometer of Ness and Fairfield is discussed
in a report by Fairfield (1969) .
_-..^.tX 1^._^	 i ^
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II. Definition of Pressures
Although there is some disagreement as to the correct equations
for fluid motions in the solar wind, particularly for motions along
the magnetic field direction, B, the guiding center theory, the
collisionless Boltzman equation, CGL theory, and hydromagnetic theory
all give the following equation for motions perpendicular to B:
e x( Pdv + 0-P k + l BxVxB ) = 0T
( see Whang (1970) , Chandrasekhar (1960) , and Burgers (1959)); here
k	 1	 111 AA	 1
,g = Pk I + ( Pk - Pk) ee, where Pk is the kinetic pressure perpendicular
A
to B, Pk is the kinetic pressure parallel to B, a is a unit vector
along B, and I is a unit dyadic. The proton anisotropy is relatively
large, P11 / PP ; :z^1.5, but the electron anisotropy is small, P 11 / Pe <1.1.
and the most probable electron pressure is appreciably larger than
that for the protons (Hundhausen, 1968). Thus the total kinetic pressure
anisotropy (protons plus electrons) is relatively small, (Pk-P.lj/Pk <.15,
so the anisotropy can be neglected to zeroth order. Then (1) can be
written to good approximation as
dvl
	-ovl	 n
P dt	 P at + P(X07) 
vl = 
-VP - 
4TTx 
(B•p)B	 (2)
where P is a scaler pressure given by
P	 Pk + PB ,	 (3)
P  = B2 /8n	 (4)
Pk = E n ixTi (sum over particle species)
	 (5)
The quantities P, P  and P k
 are the subject of this paper. Their
relation to internal motions in the solar wind is given by (2).
1
(1)
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The principal contributers to P k are the protons , electrons and
v particles.	 The current mea-3urements of the electron temperature, (see .
Montgomery et al.,(1968)and the summary of observations in Burlaga, and
Ogilvie (1970)), indicate that Te(1.4+.5)::10 5OK, independent of time.
This is true even in the hot spots ahead of high speed streams
(Burls ga et al., 1970). 	 The cY particles make only a small contribution
to Pk , so to good approximation we can set a/n p and Ta/Tp equal to
their mean values, .045 and 3.5, respectively (see Neugebauer and
Snyder, 1966	 Hundhausen et al., 1967, Robbins et a1., 1970, Ogilvie
and Wilkerson, 1969).	 The electron density is determined by the
requirement of charge neutrality.	 These conditions give the following
is
expression for the kinetic pressure:
x
Pk	nk (1.16T + 1.55x10 5)	 ( 6)
where n and T are the proton density and temperature, respectively.
:t
Note that electrons can play an important role in the dynamics even though
A:
their inertia is small and their temperature is nearly constant.
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III. Large-Scale Variations of P k and PB.
Positive Correlation between Pk and PB . Figure 1 shows a
macroscale view of P k(t) and P  ( t) based on 3 hour averages of Explorer
34 plasma and magnetic field measurements for the period June to
December, 1967. It can be seen that P k and P  are generally positively
correlated on a scale of >2 days and that they tend to be equal. The
most prominent peaks in P k and PB , indicated by the dashed lines in
Figure 1, occur in regions where the bulk speed, V, is increasing
with time. (A plot of V(t) may be found in Burlaga and Ogilvie, 1970).
Thus, the highest kinetic and magnetic pressures are found at the
leading edge of high speed streams. This is not surprising, since
several observers have reported exceptionally high densities, temperatures
and magnetic field intensities ahead of fast streams. We shall denote
the 36 hour periods centered about the dashed lines in Figure 1 as
"interaction regions".
The positive correlations are most marked in the interaction
regions, but they are generally seen elsewhere as well. On June 21 and 22,
July 7,, September 6 and ll,October. 3,November 6, and November.20 the correl-
ation is negative, but most of these anticorrelations occur on• a scale < 2 days,
5. The relative importance of the magnetic pressure and the
kinetic pressure is given by the distribution of 0,
(^ = P k /P B •
This distribution, computed from the 3-hour Explorer 34 averages for
the period in Figure 1, is shown in Figure 2. The heavy lines are
for all of the data while the lighter lines are for the same- data with.
the interaction regions removed. The two Q distributions are, essentially
NAMN
. 	 c	 ^dN6^u^ti'	 .	 r^ ;,	 1-Mot
^T_3, _>»ae »rk^T1#.
:r
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identical. For both cases, the most probable value of $ is 
P 
=1.0:i.l,
and the full width at half maximum is t om#-.5. Thus, the most .probable
state is one in which the total plasma kinetic pressure is equal to
the magnetic field pressure. This result implies that there is not
equipartiti.on between the total thermal energy density (E) and the
magnetic field energy density (P B), since E=3/2 Pk
	This is true in
the interaction regions as well as outside them.
P	 Having considered P E(t) , P k( t) and the ratio P k /P$ , we
now examine the characteristics of the total pressure P -P k+PB which
is the basic quantity in (2).
In view, of the positive correlation between P k
 and P  on a scale
>.2 days,it is clear from Figure 1 that P is variable on a scale of
—2 days. Although we observe P as a function of time, the solar
wind is being convected past the spacecraft so the variation is probably
due at least in part to spatial gradients in P
	 The gradients are
much larger in the interaction regions than outside.
The distribution of the 3-hour averages of P is shown in Figure 3.
The light lines are for all of the data, and the heavy lines are for
the data set with interaction regions removed. To zeroth order, the
two distributions are the same. For both, the most probable value is
P = (2.25±. 25)x.10 -lOdynes/cm,2 and the full width at half maximum is
p
NIX.Lo 10.1ynes /cm2 . The average value is P = (2.9±1.5)x10- lO dynes/cm2.
The large "tail" in the P distribution is due mainly to the interaction
!F.
regions.
Consider the effects that an error or fluctuations in T e would have
on the P distribution. Montgomery et al. (1968) suggested that T
e 
ranges
from .99,10 5°K to 2xlO 50K. For the smaller value, F = (2.56.4)x10-10
dynes/cm2 while the larger gives P = (3.2+1.7)x10 -10dynes/cm2
 where
^^ ^ ^ Y M"Wk s ^•^^^'."`z'Y^^0.
'Yp^'^"y"r^^+^.'''^..
	
'k .e.; ^'f^ '1^^...ra 	 ^	
X	 p	 ..,... ..
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a
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i is the average value of P for the data set which excludes the
interaction regions. Thus, the effects of the uncertainties and
vari- cions of T on F are small.
e
Now consider the variation of P with wind speed, shown in Table I
for the data set which excludes the interaction regions. The result
is that P is essentially independent of V between 300 km/sec
and, 750 km/sec. This result can be understood by examining
n(V), T(V) and B(V), which are presented in Table 1. The temperature
increases with V, in agreement with the results in Burlaga and Ogilvie
"x(1970). The density decreases 'with V. (Ij' a = V, x is definitely
>1 and probably <2). The pressure, nkT, increases slowly with V. B
is essentially independent of V between 350 km/sec and 650 km/sec, but
is possibly somewhat larger than the mean, B = 5.4y, for V<350 km/sec
and possibly somewhat 'Larger than the mean for V>650 vk-11L/sec.	 Thus,
the variation of P closely follows that of B. This is, because
a) nkT<B 2 /8TT (see Burlaga et al.	 1969), b) Te is constant, c) nkT varies
relatively little with increasing V.
In Figure 4 we show the dependence of ; upon V for the complete data
set which indicates a monotonic decrease with n approximately proportional
-1.5	 1.5to V	 The mass flux is thus not constant. The V -	dependence is only
approximate, since there is'considerable scatter in the densities at a given
V.
Figure 4 also shows average densities and velocities obtained from other
experiments, as given by Hundhausen et al- (1970). The Explorer 34 averages
..8-
I
are systematically lower than the results obtained by the other
experiments. Pioneer 6 and Vela 3 for the same period as Pioneer 6
found mean speeds of 430 km/sec and 410 km/sec, respectively, which
are comparable to the Explorer 34 value of 438 km/sec. However, the
corresponding Vela 3 and Pioneer 6 densities are 1.2 times the Explorer
34 value of 4.9 em^3 . This difference is within the stated systematic
error of 30% (Ogilvie et a1., 1967). It is not possible to say which,
if any, of the experiments gives the correct density.
The relationship between n and V for the data with the inter-
action regions removed is given in Figure 5 which shows how the data
are consistent with a decrease in mass flux with increasing bulk speeds
below the most probable speed around 400 km sec- 
1. 
Instrumental effects
would tend to an underestimate of n where V (and thus T) is low; the
rise in flux at low bulk speeds thus appears real.
atf}t ..+a
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IV. Microscale Relations _Between P _ and F^.	 k	 __B_
Figure 6 shows a mesoscale plot of P B , Pk and P based on the
highest-time resolution plasma data from Explorer 34 (measurements
made at 3 min. intervals) and the corresponding magnetic field measure-
ments. The feature we wish to emphasize here is the anticorrelation beteen
PB and Pk which can be seen on a scale of an hour or two. This is most
marked in the interaction region around 1200 UT on October 8, but
it is also seen	 outside the interaction region. It has the
effect of tending to make P a constant. Such anticorrelations are
frequently seen in mesoscale plots, but the effect is not large enough
to eliminate the peaks in P at the interaction regions.
Since it is not practical to show the anticorrelation for all of
the data using plots such as Figure 6, we have examined it statistically
as follows.
I
Let	
_ l N	 —S	 E	 Sn(P B( i+l.)
N i=1
- PB( i)) xSn(Pk(i+1)	 Pk( i) )
where Sn (x) is the algebraic sign of x, i is related to time, and
the bars denote averages over a period t . j . We start with pressures
at 3 min. intervals, derived from the individual measurements, to get
S i . Then successive pairs of pressures are averaged to get the 6-min.
average pressures in S 2 . Successive pairs of these averages are used
to get S 3 1 etc. If P  and
t j ( J+lam 2 .t.; tL=3 min) ,
S j=+l, and if they are unc
Since the Explorer 34
Pk are perfectly anticorrelated on a scale
then S. _ -1; if they are perfectly correlated,
orrelated, S j=©.
interplanetary data are interrupted by
f.
passages into the magnetoshea.th , we have computed S j , j=1 to 9, for	 1^ "
n` 	{'^^►
,«,...«^......,..yy..^w.yr, {,^
	
^..,
	 ^,	
âM r +,	
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,,	 ^ ,^+rq	 _	 k	
^44 
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each —4 day orbit, i.e., 2 70=1024 points were used for each orbit.
Since each point was separated by 3 min, this represents a period of
somewhat more than 2 days per orbit. Orbits for which the spacecraft spent
less than 2 days in the solar wind and orbits with data gaps were not
used. The total number of orbits for which S .
 (j=1,9) could be
J
computed is 33. Having 33 values of each Si, the averages of these were
computed to obtain the result shown in Figure 7. On a scale of 3 min
S  is negative but jS j 1
 is small, indicating a weak anticorrelation
which is obscured by measurement uncertainties. On a scale of
—
 1 hr one
sees a distinct anticorrelation between changes in P B and Pk. This
disappears on a larger scale, where correlation drops to zero, and on
a scale of >10 hr• there is evidence that changes in PB and. P k are positively
correlated in agreement with the conclusions in Section III. There
is a iarge statistical error in each of the points in Figure 7
(a(S P S
i), and the measurement errors reduce the magnitude of the
anticorrelation, but this does not change the conclusions.
.r ,t
rn.:
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V. Discussion and Summary.
The solar wind pressure for the period June to December, 1967,
is described by the following macroscale statistics: a) The most
probable pressure P-P P+P k
 was (2.2.+.3   )xlO-10 dynes/cm 2 and the average
was (2.g -1: 1.5 )xl0 `lodynes/cm2 , b) P (V) was essentially independent of
the bulk speed, c) The most probable value of ^ zP R /PB was (P=1.0±.1.
The observed average P is simply that which is expected from the
well known average density, temperatures and magnetic field intensity,
The reasons for result b) are given in Section III. It should be
noted that the effect of interaction regions on the P(V) relation is
small, so that the independence of P (V) and V refers to the macroscale
characteristics of the solar wind. The implication of this result
is that the mean pressure at a given speed is not determined by the
mechanism which gives rise to that speed. Since a given speed implies
a given temperature at any part of the solar cycle (Burlaga and Ogilvie,
1970), the mean P(V) is also essentially independent of the heating
mechanism. These results put a further constraint on the heating;
and acceleration mechanisms,namely that they should operate without changing
the pressure.
The third result above,(p =1.0+.1, implies that the most probable
state of the solar wind is not one of equipartion between the total
kinetic energy and magnetic energy. Thus, either there is a dynamical
process at 1 AU which maintains aP=1 or the result is determined by con-
ditions at the sun and RP = 1 is	 coincidental. If the first case
is correct, one expects to find 0P=1, independent of the distance of
the sun, in an extended region near the earth. A third possibility,
that Rp=1 is incorrect due to experimental uncertainties, cannot be
excluded because of the difficulty in absolutely calibrating plasma
r	 A
	
°	 a..wY1^Yelr .wmwe.l - a 	 — ,.a^.,^.±vn..^^^ . -er rx -.. ."`^"'^ ,^.°t'•"	 i4.+f^4. ieiiNeilC ° 3r4:. ___ _.w '" ^°aw .^..^ r	 ^,c
I r
i
i
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probes. Vela 3 and Pioneer 6 average densities were 1.2 times the
Exploter 34 average density, for similar average speeds. Thus, it is
possible that ^P = 1.2, but this still implies the absence of equi.-
partition between the particles and field. The result 0=1 (or a = 1.2)
is inconsistent with that of Neugebauer and Snyder (1967), who found
an equiparti.tion between the positive-ion thermal energy density and the
magnetic energy density during the period .April 28 to November 18, 1962.
A positive correlation between P B (t) and Pk(t) is seen on a scale
2 days, while a negative correlation if found on a scale of l or 2
hours. The positive correlation is most marked by large increases in
PB and P 
k 
atthe leading edge of high speed streams, and is simply a
manifestation of the well-known "piling-up" effect. But positively cor-
related variations in P 	 and Pk also occur away from the interaction
regions. Both the interaction regions and the remaining regions can be
expected to give rise to internal motions at 1 AU. Since ^-1, we
emphasize that these must be treated as hydromagnetic motions. The
accelerations are likely to be greatest in the interaction regions
because the pressure gradients are largest there. The anticorrelation
between changes in P k and P  on a scale of , 1 hr is a general feature of
the solar wind which is seen both in the interaction regions and outside
them. It suggests that P = PB+Pk ^ constant on the microscale.
Thus regions on the microscale in which there is approximate equilibrium
take a part in dynamical motions on the large scale. The
difference in the correlation between P  and P k observed for the meso
and microscales shows the validity and usefulness of these concepts in
connection with the interplanetary medium.
F•v
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
x
Figure 1 Plots of the magnetic pressure P 	 and kinetic pressure Pk,
showing positive correlation on a scale.	 2 days.
Peaks and gradients in P 	 and Pk
 are generally greatest
at the leading edge of high speed streams, indicated
by the vertical dashed lines. Data are for solar rotations
1831 to 1838.
Figure 2 The normalized distribution of (	 computed from 3-hr
averages of the plasma and magnetic field parameters
for the period June--November, 1967.
	
The most probable
value is 1.0+.1.	 The distribution of R in the inter-
action regions is the same as outside these regiou.s.
Figure 3 The normalized distribution of P computed from 3--hr
averages of the plasma and magnetic field parameters
for the period June-December 1967.
	 There are relatively
more high values of P in the set of data which includes
the interaction regions.
	
The average value of P is P =
(2.9+1.5)x10 -10
 dynes/cm 2.
Figure 4 Density versus bulk speed from the Explorer 34 3-hr
averages.
	 The simple relation shown here is somewhat
misleading since there is considerable scatter in the
actual values.
	 The variances in n are —50% of the
average values which are plotted here.
Figure 5	 Mass flux versus bulkspeed for the data with the
interaction regions removed. The mass flux decreases
with bulk speed when V < 500 km/sec.
1"
'+R w..f l ^ '.
IFigure 6
	
Anticorrelation between changes in P  and Pk . Several regions
can be seen in which there is an anticorrelation on
a scale of an hour. This tends to reduce the variations
in P, but the peak at 1200 UT on October 8 shows that
large increases in P occur despite the anticorrelation.
Figure /	 S,
J 
measures the correlation between changes in P B and P k for
various scales. A distinct anticorrelation is seen
on a scale of 1 , hr — .01 AU but they tend to be correlated
on a larger scale.
-t, 'o
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V(km/sec)
300-350
350-400
400-450
450-500
500-550
550-600
600-650
650-700
700-750
TABLE I
ft(cm- 3) T p (kilo OK) B(Y) PX10 10 dynes/cm2 N
7.0+3,,7 40+17 4.6+104 2.9+1.0 128
5.1+2.7 55+26 5,,6+L9 3.0+1.6 214
309+249 99+44 5.7+1,,8 2.9+1.8 197
3P0+1.2 118+59 5.7+1,7 208+1.5 105
2.9+1.2 127+53 503+145 2.6+104 64
2 0 4+1.2 148+64 5,6+1.6 2.8+108 45
2,0+.8 161+58 5.4+1,,0 2.4+.9 16
2.4+.9 194+60 6.7+1.7 309+1.9 7
2.2+.6 185+38 6o5+o7 3.5+.8 9
